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a selection of new and upcoming releases

Fiction:
Dark Tides by Philippa Gregory
This engaging family saga stretches across London, Venice, and New England in the 17 th century

Moonflower Murders by Anthony Horowitz
A witty modern take on the classic whodunit – the sequel to Magpie Murders

Jack by Marilynne Robinson
The latest novel set in the fictional town Gilead, focused on the son
of the town’s Presbyterian minister

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue by V.E. Schwab
A haunting historical fantasy novel about a woman who makes a
Faustian bargain to live forever but never be remembered

The Devil and the Dark Water by Stuart Turton
An intricate and sinister historical mystery set on the high seas in the 1600s

Memorial by Bryan Washington
An intimate and culturally diverse debut novel focused on the experiences of a gay couple and their families

Nonfiction:
The Quiet Americans: Four CIA Spies at the Dawn of the Cold War:
A Tragedy in Three Acts by Scott Anderson
Gripping Cold War era espionage history, from the author of the acclaimed Lawrence in Arabia

The Dynasty by Jeff Benedict
An engaging and sweeping look at the Patriots dynasty, from the author of Tiger Woods

AMC's Best Day Hikes in the Berkshires by Rene Laubach and John S. Burke
There’s still time to get some hiking in this season –
check out this new edition of 50 day hikes in the Berkshires

The Dead are Arising: The Life of Malcolm X by Les Payne and Tamara Payne
A thought-provoking and well-researched account of the life and death of Malcolm X

Oak Flat: A Fight for Sacred Land in the American West by Lauren Redniss
A gorgeously illustrated graphic novel focused on an Apache family’s
resistance to a controversial mining project on sacred land

Group: How One Therapist and a Circle of Strangers Saved my Life by Christie Tate
A candid debut memoir about a young lawyer’s experiences in group therapy

